Curtis G4 GEMINI® IntelliFresh® Brewers
Features & Benefits

✔ GENERATION FOUR (G4) DIGITAL CONTROL MODULE – Large, 4.3” touch screen. Icon-driven interface streamlines operation and provides precise control over all brewing.
✔ ENCAPSULATED CONTROL BOARD – Protects against steam, water and impact.
✔ “SMART” IF SERVERS – Intelligent design keeps coffee hot, fresh, and flavorful for hours. Servers maintain freshness settings even when remote from brewer.
✔ IF SERVER STANDS – Easily create remote coffee stations. Intelligent design keeps coffee hot, fresh, and flavorful for hours.
✔ ON-SCREEN INSTRUCTIONS – Provide fast, intuitive training; reduces service calls.
✔ BUILT-IN SELF DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM – Includes real-time feedback of the brewing process and energy saving mode.
✔ PRE-SET, ONE-TOUCH GLOBAL RECIPES – Based on coffee type, grind and weight. Simplifies profile setting for perfect results every time.
✔ MINERAL TOLERANT DESIGN – Patented fast-wetting AFS Sprayhead, non-metallic water level probe, non-immersed water temperature sensor.

Profitable Convenience
What will the Curtis G4 GEMINI IF bring to your business?

The Curtis Brand is one that has been, and continues to be synonymous with efficiency and innovation. The Curtis GEMINI® with IntelliFresh® brews flavorful coffees and keeps them fresh and hot for hours, reducing waste and helping maximize sales from each brew. By virtually eliminating the issues of continuously re-brewing or the possibility of serving cold or ‘cooked’ coffee, the GEMINI IF helps reduce labor and build customer loyalty to any coffee program with a better, more consistent brew.

G4GEMS IF
Single 1.5 Gallon Coffee Brewer
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Extract higher coffee profits with the GEMINI® IntelliFresh® Brewers.

Legendary performance, evolutionary brewing.

Curtis revolutionized the coffee industry decades ago with the introduction of the first GEMINI, the original satellite brewer that delivered the quality of urn-brewed coffee with the speed of a bottle brewer. Today, with smart IntelliFresh (IF) technology and its renowned Generation 4 digital control system, the Curtis Gemini remains the industry’s flagship satellite brewer.

IntelliFresh® Perfect heat, perfect timing, perfect brew.

With just one touch of the brew button, the patented technology of the GEMINI with IntelliFresh locks in and remembers freshness settings throughout the dispensing cycle. Developed to simplify brewing and serving high volumes of fresh coffee at the perfect temperature, IF envelopes the satellite servers with gentle heat throughout the dispensing cycle.

Generation 4 Digital Technology... So you’re always in control.

The intuitive, icon driven G4 display provides precise control over all brewing functions. Expertly profiled, pre-set recipes enable out-of-the-box, one-touch brewing. Advanced self-diagnostics continually monitor the system. In the event of an error condition, the display clearly indicates the issue, often allowing quick resolution right over the phone.

Water Filtration

Because higher quality water produces even better coffee, water filtration systems are recommended. They will also extend the life of the brewer.